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The 7 Blessings recited with 
Krias She�ma
There are a total of seven blessings (brochos) for the two daily Shema Readings (Birchos 
Krias She�ma). One set of blessings (brochos) are for the reading in the morning and 
another set for the evening. They correspond to the verse (pasuk) in Tehillim1, She�va 
bayome hillalticha (Seven times a day I praise you). 

The seven blessings (brochos) for the Shema Readings (Krias She�ma) are the three that 
are said in the morning, two before the Shema (Krias She�ma) and one afterwards. At 
night by Ma�ariv (nighttime prayers), we recite two before the Shema (Krias She�ma) 
and two afterwards. 

Aside from this, we also have a custom of reciting Kaddish seven times a day for that is 
also based on the verse She�va bayome hillalticha (Seven times a day I praise you). 

The Bracha for Daylight and Nighttime 
Each day we recite the Shema Readings (Krias She�ma) twice; once in the morning 
and once in the evening. Our Sages (Chazal2) instituted seven blessings (brochos) to 
accompany them. They are the two blessings of Who forms the light (Yotzeir Ohr) 
and With a great love (Ahavah Rabba) which precedes the morning She�ma and the 
blessings (Bracha of Go�al Yisrael) that comes afterwards. In the evening it is preceded 

                                                
1 Tehilim 119:164 

2 Acronym for CHachomeinu Zichronam Livracha (CHZ�L = Chazal), our Sages of Blessed Memory 
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by the Bracha of Hama�ariv Aravim and Ahavas Olam, and is followed by two more 
brochos; Go�al Yisroel and Hashkiveinu3. 

³¢± ²¥� ¥��Weekday Morning Prayer��
 

First bracha begins��
� � �ñÑ� �£â± �Þ¦ �² ��� �°�¥ ��¦ �¥Õ« ��� �£ �¥� �§� â©¢�±Õ�� ± �̄ Õ¢�� ��£ �Ú� � � � �±Õ�â� ��³ ��� � �±Õ�â� ¦Õ¥ �Ú� � �Û�«

¥�ç ��� 
 

¢ �± �à �¥ ���® �± �Ò �¥�±¢ �� �é ��¦¢ �§ �  �± �Þ� ��¢� �¥ �«�¦��³¢ �Ú� �± ���� �Û �« �§��¢ �§ �ñ�¦Õ¢�¥ �¤ �Þ�Ú �à �  �§�Õ�â¡ ��â���� �§
� �£¢� �Û �« �§� âÞ �±¦ �² ��� ��³¢� �Û �«�� �§ �¤ �  �Þ�¦ �è�ç� ��£��©�¢ �© �°� ® �± �Ò ��� �Ò �¥ �§� ��Ò �§� Õà �� �¥�¦ �§Õ± �§ ��� �£ �¥� �é ����

�§�� �Ý�© �³ �é �� ���±Ò� �§ �� ���  �Þ �Ú �§ ��¦ �¥Õ«�³Õ§¢��°�¥ ��¦ �¥Õ«�¢��â©¢� �¥ �«�¦ �  �±�¦¢ �Þ �± ��� �£¢� �§ �  �± �Þ���¨Õ� ��
â©� �Þ�ß �Û �§� ±â¯� â©��ã �«� �â©� �� �« �Þ���ß �Û �§� â©� �« �Ú �¢� ¨�� �§� �� �« �à� ¥Õ� �ß� �£â± �Þ� ¥ ��� �� �é � � ¢ �± ����� ¥ �« �â� ¨¢ �¤ ����

Õ§ �Ú �¥��Õ� �ç�± �̄ �¢��Õ¡���¨ �³�©�³Õ±Õ� �§Õã �«�³Õ�¢ �� �ª��¦¢ �ÚÕ� �°��¢Ò �� �̄ �³Õê �ì��¢ �à �Ú�¢ �§ �§Õ±����¢ �§ �ñ
Õ³ �Ü�� �°â�¥ ����Õ� �ç�¦¢ �± �ì �ª �§� �� �£ �± �Þ �³ �ñ¦ �² ���°�¥ ��³ � � �ñ �§�®�± �Ò ���¥ �« ���¥ �«� �é �§�¦�¢� �§ �Ü �Þ� â©¢� ��¥ �«

�£¢� ���¢�� �Û �« �§�  ��� �Ú�¥ �ç���̄ �å �Ú�±Õ��¢ �±Õ �� �§�¥ �« ���ñ �±���� �¥� �ë� �£â �± �� � �¢�� �é� ��� 
 

â©� �¥ ���� ��� â©� �ç �¥ �§� â©� �±â¯�   �̄ � �© �¥� �£ �± �Þ �³ �ñ� �¦¢ �ÚÕ� �°� � �±ÕÞ� �â©� �ç �¥ �§� � �« �¥� �£ �§ �Ú�   �Þ �ñ �Ú �¢� ��± �̄ Õ¢
¦¢ �³ �± �Ú �§� �¦ �¥Õ«�¦â± �Þ�¦¢ �� �§Õ«�¦ �è�ç� �¢ �³ �± �Ú �§�± �Ú ����� �Ò �± �¢ �Þ�¦¢ �«¢ �§ �Ú �§â¥Õ° �Þ�� � ��¢��� ��¢ �± �� �à

°�¥ ��¦ �¥Õ«� �£ �¥� �§â�¦¢ �å � �¦¢� �¦¢ ��â� ���¦ �è�ç� �¦¢ �±â± �Þ�¦ �è�ç� �¦¢ �±ÕÞ �ß�¦ �è�ç� �¦¢ �ÚÕ� �°�¦ �è�ç� ��¦ �è�¤ ��
¦ ��¢�©Õ°� ¨Õ¯ �±��Ò �± �¢ ��â� � �§¢ �� �Þ�¦¢ �Û�«� �� �± �� �¡ ��â�� �Ü�� �° �Þ�¦ ��¢ �ì�³ ���¦¢ �  �³Õì�¦ �è�¤ ����� �±¢ �Ú �Þ�

� �± �§ �� ��â��¨¢ �  �Þ �Ú �§â�¨¢ �¤ �± �� �§â��¨¢ �̄ ¢ �± �« �§â�¨¢ �± �� � �§â��¨¢ �¤¢ �¥ �§ �§â�¨¢ �Ú¢ �à �° �§â� 
 

¥ �� ���¦ �Ú�³ ����¥Õ��ß ��� �£ �¥� �é ����� �±Õê �� ���±ÕÞ �ß �����â��ÚÕ� �°���³â¤ �¥ �§�¥�«�¦ ��¢ �¥ �«�¦¢ �¥ �Þ �° �§�¦ �è�¤ ��
��ã �§�����¦ �¢� �§ �Ú������� �¥�����³âÚ �±�� �� ��Ñ �Þ�¦¢ �© �³Õ©��� â �±�³ � � �© �Þ�¦ �± �̄ Õ¢ �¥�Ú¢ �à �° �� �¥���� �±â± ���� � �Û �Þ

� �§¢ �« �© ��â���Ò �± �¢ �Þ�¦¢ �± �§Õ� ���� �§¢ �� �Þ�¦¢ �©Õ«�� �  �� �ç�¦ �è�ç�� �Ü�� �°� 
 

ÚÕ� �°��ÚÕ� �°��ÚÕ� �°��¦ �² ��³Õ� �� �̄ ���Õ�Õ� �ç�® �± �Ò ���¥ �¤���¥ �§� 
 

¦¢ � �± �Û� ³ �é�« �¥� ¦¢ �� �Ý�© �³ �§� ¥Õ��ß� Ú �«� �± �Þ� Ú ��� �î ��� ³Õå �  ��� ¦¢ �ê �Õ� �� ��� ��¦¢ �  �Þ �Ú �§� ¦ �³ �é�« �¥
¦¢ �± �§Õ� ��� 

 
��Õ� �ç� �£â± �Þ¦ �² ��Õ§Õ° �é �§�� 

 
â©� �ñ �¢�³Õ§¢ �« �©� �£â± �Þ�¥ �� �¥���³ ���â±� �§��¢�³Õ± �§ ���¦�å �° ���¢ � �¥ ��� �£ �¥� �é �¥â«¢� �§ �Ú�¢�³Õ  �Þ �Ú���Õà �� �¥��â��¢ �ç

ÚÕ� �° ���¦Õ± �§��³Õ±â� �ß�¥ �«Õì��³ÕÚ �� � �� �Û�«��³Õ§ �  �¥ �§�¥ �«� �Þ��³Õ° �� �̄ � �«� �±Õ���³Õ«âÚ �¢� � ¢� �§ �̄ �§��
³Õ�â �±� � �±ÕÞ� �³Õè �� �³� � �±Õ©� �³Õ� �¥ � �ê ��� ¨Õ� ��� ��ñ� ¦Õ¢� ¥ �¤ �Þ� Õ�â¡ �Þ� Ú�à �  �§ ���� �Û �« �§� �¢ �§

³¢ �Ú��± ����±â§Ò �ç��¦¢ �¥�� �ß�¦¢ �±Õ��� �Û�« �¥��Õà �ª � �¦ �¥Õ« �¥�¢ �ç����Õ§ �¥Õ«� � � �é �Û �§�³Õ±Õ� �§�¨¢ �° �³ �� ��
� �± �Þ�± �² ����±¢ �� �ñ� ¨Õå �̄ � ¥ �«�Ú �� � �±Õ��� �Õ±Õ� �¥�� �± �� �§ �Þ� â©� �è�¤���ç �� �© ��� ��� �ñÑ� �£â± �Þ¦ �² ��� ��± �̄ Õ¢

��³Õ±Õ� �é � brachaEnd of first  
â©� �ñ �� �� ��� ¦ �¥Õ«� ³ �� ��Ñ� �¦ �² ���°�¥ ��â©¢� �â©¢� �¥ �«� �ñ �¥� �§ � � � �± �³¢ ��� � �¥Õ� ��� � �¥ �§ � � �â©� �ç �¥ �§� â©¢� ��Ò��

¥Õ��ß ��� �£ �§ �Ú�±â� �« �Þ���£ ���â  �¡ �Þ �Ú�â©¢� �³Õ� ���±â� �« ��â��¦¢ �å � �¢ �î � �¦�� �é �¥ �ñ�����« �¥�� �� �¥ �Þ� �£ �©Õ¯ �±�³ÕÛ
¦�¥ �Ú��â©� �� �é �¥ �³â�â©��ê �  �ñ�¨ �ç��â©¢� ��Ò��¨ �§ �  �± ����Ò��¦ �  �± �§ ����â©¢� �¥ �«�¦ �  �±����©¢ �Þ�â©� �Þ �¥ �Þ�¨ �³ �����¨¢ �� �� �¥

¥¢ �ç �Û �� �¥â� ��«� �§ �Ú �¥� �� �é �¥ �¥â� �Õ§ �¥ �¥� ��± �� �à� ¥ �ç� ³ ��� ¦�å �° �¥â� ³ÕÛ �« �¥ ��� ±�§ �Ú �¥� �£� �³ �±Õñ� �â§ �¥ �³� ¢

                                                

3 Outside of Eretz Yisroel (The Land of Israel) there is a widespread custom to add the brocha of Baruch Hashem 
le�olam etc. See Shulchan Aruch Orach Chaim Simon 236 
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� �� ��Ñ �Þ� ��£� �³ �±Õ³ �Þ� â©¢��©¢ �«� ± �� �� ��� ��£¢� �³Õ �̄ �§ �Þ� â©� �Þ �¥� ° �Þ �� ��� ��³ ��� �Ò �± �¢ �¥â� � �� ��Ñ �¥� â©� �� �� �¥� � � �¢ ��
�£� �§ �Ú� �� �«��� ¦ �¥Õ« �¥� ¥ �Ú �ç �©� ��¥ ��� ¦ �¥ �ç �©� ��¥ ��� ÚÕ��©� ��¥� ¨ �«� �§ �¥� ���ß ��� �£ �Ú �� �°� ¦ �Ú ��� ¢ �ç�±ÕÞ �ß ��� ¥Õ

â© � � �¡ �Þ� � �±Õê �� ��� ��£� �³ �«âÚ¢ �Þ� � �  �§ �Û �© ��� � �¥¢� �� �©� �� �£¢� �§ �  �± ��¦ �² ���°�¥ ��â©¢� �¦¢ �Þ �± ��� �£¢� �� �ª � ��� ��¥Ñ
� �«���� �¥� �ª�  �̄ � �©�â©â �� �� �«�¢���³Õ �© �ç�« �Þ �±Ñ �§�� �± �� �§�¦Õ¥ �Ú ���� �¤ �± �Þ�â©¢� �¥ �«�� �� �� ���± �� �§�¥ �ç��Ò ���® �±��

â©� �±��â �̄ � ¥ �« �§�¦ �¢Õß ��� ¥�«� ±Õ� �Úâ� �â©� �̄ �±Ñ �¥�³âå �§ �§Õ°�� �± �� �§� â©� �¤¢ �¥Õ³ ��� ��³Õ«âÚ�¢� ¥ �«Õì�¥ ��� ¢ �ç
� �ñ �Ò� �¨ÕÚ �¥ ��� ¦ �«� ¥ �ç �§� �ñ �±� �  ��� â©� ��â� �� �� ��Ñ �Þ� ³ �§ �� �Þ� � �¥� �ª� ¥Õ��ß ��� �£ �§ �Ú �¥� â©� �ç �¥ �§� â©� �ñ �� �± �° ����

�¥� �� ��Ñ �Þ� �£ �� � �¢ �¥â� �£ �¥� ³Õ�Õ�� ��£� �§ �Ú� ³ ��� � �� ��Ñ �¥â� �� � �ñÑ� �£â± �Þ¦ �² ��� ��¥ �� �± �Û �¢� Õé �« �Þ� ± � ÕÞ ��
� �� ��Ñ �Þ� End of second bracha  

�±§����¢ ¢�¨ �§ ���©� �£ �¥� �§�¥ ����� 
« �§ �Ú�¥ �� �± �Û �¢����¦ �² �����°�¥ ��â©¢��¦ �² ���� �  ����Æ.�¢ �© ��¦ �² �����°�¥ ��¦�¤¢��¢ �³�� �̄ Õ��± �Ú �����

¦�¤ �³ ���¦ �¢� �± �̄ �§�® �±� �� �§����¦¢ ���¥� �¥�¦�¤ �¥�³Õ¢ �� �¥��¢ �© �����¦ �² �����°�¥ ��¦�¤¢�� 
 

�¢ �í�¢ ���³ �§ ��� �¦�å �° ��� ¨Õ¤�© ��� �¨ �§ ���© ���± �Ú�¢ ��� ��¢ �� �  ����â�Ò ��� �¦¢ �« �© ���� �§ � �© ��� �±¢ �àÑ ���� �±Õ© ��� ��¨ �î �³ �§â
¥ �Þ �° �§â����� �«���¦ �¥Õ« �¥�â©¢� �¥ �«���ã ���± �� �à ���� ��¢ ����Õ¡���³ �§ ��°�¥ ��â©� �ç �¥ �§�¦ �¥Õ«�¢����° �«�¢�±â¯���¨�� �§
â©� �« �Ú �¢��¦�å �°��â��±�����±�� �¥��¦�å �°�Õ§ �Úâ��¨Õ¤�©�Õ� �ª �¤ ����³ �§��å �°�� �« �¥�Õ³�©â§ �����Õ³â¤ �¥ �§â����¢ �± �� ��â

¦¢ �§�å �° ���¦¢ �¢ � ��¦¢ �§ �¥Õ«�¢ �§ �¥Õ« �¥â�� �« �¥�¦¢ �� �§ � �© ���¦¢ �© �§ ���©��â©¢� �¥ �« ���â©¢� �³Õ� ���¥ �«���¥ �« ���â©¢��© �Þ�¥ �«
â©¢� �³Õ±Õà���£¢� �� �� �«�¥ �� �± �Û �¢�« �±����³Õ±Õà�¥ �ç�¥ �« ���� 

 
¦¢ �©Õ± � Ñ ���¥ �« ���¦¢ �©ÕÚ� �± ���¥ �«� �� �«���¦ �¥Õ« �¥�¦�å �° ����Õ¡�± �� �à� ����³ �§ ��±�� �«�¢���¥ ���°� ���©â§ ����

� �â�� � �ñÑ �Ú� ³ �§ ��¦ �² ���°�¥ ��â©¢� �³Õ� ��� ¢ ���¥���� â©¢� �â©¢� �³Õ� ��� �£ �¥� �§� â©� �ç �¥ �§� ��¥ ���ß� â©� �¥ ���ß
â©¢� �³Õ� ��� �â©� �³ �«âÚ �¢� ±â¯� â©� �± �̄ Õ¢� ��£� �§ �Ú��â�� ¦ �¥Õ« �§� â©� �¥¢ �í �§â� â©� ��Õì� �Õ«� â©� �¥� ¨¢ �� ��� �°�¥ ���¦¢
�£� �³ �¥â���� �¥� �ª� 

 
¦ �¥Õ« �§� �â�� � �ñÑ� â©¢� �³Õ� ��� ³ �± �� �«� �±Õ���� ±Õà� ¥ �¤ �Þ� ¦ ��¢ �± � Ñ� ¦ ��¢�© �� �¥ ��� ¦ �� �¥� �«¢� �ÚÕ§â� ¨�� �§��

�£� �� �ÚÕ§� ¦ �¥Õ«� ¦â± �Þ� �® �± �Ò� ¢ �ª �Ñ� � �«� �£ �³ �° �� �̄ ��� �£¢� �¡ �ì �Ú �§â� �³ �§ ��� �« �§ �Ú �å �Ú� Ú¢ ��� ¢ �± �ÚÑ�
�£¢� �³Õ �̄ �§ �¥� �ÕÞ �¥� ¥ �«� ¦¢ �Û�¢� �£ �± �� ��â� �£ �³ �±Õ³ ��� �³ �§ ��� ��£� �é �« �¥� ¨Õ�Ò� �â�� � �ñÑ� ���¢ �± �¥� ±ÕÞ �ß� �£ �¥� �§â

¦¢ �© ��â�³Õ�Ò �¥�¦ ��¢ �±� �³ �§ ��� �¨Õ± � Ñ��â��� �ñÑ ��� ¨ÕÚ� �±��â��� �ñÑ� �� �£�¥� �§� â©� �¥� ¨¢ ��� �£¢� �� �« �¥ �Þ �§â
� �ÚÕ§â�¥ ��Õß�«¢��³ �§ ����â©� �ñ �¥Ñ �ß�¦ �¢� �± �̄ �é �§��¦ �² ���°�¥ ��â©¢��â©� �³¢ �� �ì�¦¢ �� �� �«�³¢ �Þ �§â���¦ ��¢ �±Õ¤ �Þ�¥ �ç

�ñ ��� �± ��� ��ñ �¥ �Ò �ß�¥ �� �± �Û �¢� �£ �±Õ¤ ��â� ��ñ �«� �° �Þ�¦ �� �¥�¬âª�¦�¢ ��� ��ñ �«� �Þ �¡�¦¢ ���� ��� ��ñ �±� �� �« ���¦¢ ��¢ ��¢ ��� ��âë �¤ �¢ ��
�̄ � ¦ �¢� �§¦ ��¢ �±� �± �³Õ©� ��¥� ¦ �� �§� � �  ��� �¥ �� �¥� â§ �§Õ± ��� ¦¢ ��â� ��� â  �Þ �Ú� ³���� ¥ �«� ��¦¢ ��¢ �� �¢� â© �³�© ��

³Õ  �Þ �Ú �³ ��� ³Õ±¢ �Ú� ³Õ± �§ ��� �³Õ� ��Õ� ��� ³Õ¤ �± �Þ� �¦�å �° ��� ¢ � � ¥ ��� �£ �¥� �§ �¥� �� �Ý �© ��� ¦ �±� �� �±Õ© ��� ¥Õ��ß��
® �± �Ò� ¢ �� �«�¦¢ ���ß�¥¢ �ì �Ú �§� ��� �§â¦Õ± �§� ¢ �� �«�¦¢ �¥ � �Ú� �á¢� �Þ� �¦¢ �±¢ �ª ����¢ �̄ Õ§� �¦¢ �� �© �«����Õâ� ��±��Õ« ��

¦¢ �è �à���¢ �¥ ���¦ �« �� �Ú�³ �« �Þ�¥ �� �± �Û �¢�Õé �« �¥���©Õ« ��� 
¦ �¥ ��Õß� ¨Õ¢ �¥ �«� ¥ �� �¥� ³Õè �� �ñ� ��£ �±�� �§â� �â�� �£â± �Þ� ��Û �Þ� � �±¢ �Ú� â© �«� �£ �¥� ¥ �� �± �Û �¢� ¢�© ��â� � �Ú�§�� �  �§

� �Þ �±��¦ �è�¤�â± �§Ò ��� 
�¦ �¥ �� �Þ�� �¤� �§ �¤�¢ �§¦ �² ����Ú ��� �î �Þ�± �à ���©�� �¤� �§ �ç�¢ �§��� �¥� ��� �Û� �«�³�è �� �³�� �±Õ©� 

¦�å ���³ � �Û�¥ �«�¥Õ��ß ��� �£ �§ �Ú �¥�¦¢ �¥â� ���â  �Þ �Ú�� �Ú �� � �� �±¢ �Ú��â± �§Ò ���â¤¢� �¥ �§ �� ���â�Õ��¦ �è�ç�� � ��¢� 
�² ��¦� �«���¦ �¥Õ« �¥� �£�¥ �§ �¢�� 
 

¥ �� �± �Û �¢� ±â¯� �¥ �� �± �Û �¢� ³ �± �� �« �Þ� � �§â �°� �¥ �� �± �Û �¢ ��� � ��â� �¢� �£� �§ �� �© �¤� � �� �â� �± �§ ���© ��� �� â©� �¥ ���ß¦ �² ���
Õ§ �Ú�³Õ� �� �̄��¥ �� �± �Û �¢�ÚÕ� �°���� �ñÑ� �£â± �Þ¦ �² ����¥ �� �± �Û �¢�¥Ñ�ß� End of third bracha  

 
��¢±«§¥� ¥Weekday Evening Prayer  

 
³¢ �  �Ú�¢���¥ ���¨Õ �«�± �ì �¤ �¢�¦â  �±��â� ����ÕìÑ��¢ �Ú �� �¥�� �Þ �± �� ����Õ³ �§ � �¥ �ç�±¢ �«�¢���¥ ����¦ �² ��� �«¢� �ÚÕ����

â©� �� �± �°�¦Õ¢ ���â©��© �«�¢� �£ �¥� �é ��� 
 

²�®��³ ���â¤ �± �Þ¦ �² ���£ �±�� �§ ���� 
²��¥�°�®�� �£â± �Þ¦ �² ���é ���� �«���¦ �¥Õ« �¥� �£ �±��� 
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First bracha begins��

�� �ñÑ� �£â± �Þ¦ �² ����¦ �¥Õ« ��� �£ �¥� �§�â©¢� ���¥ ���¦¢ �� �± �«��¢ �± �« �§�Õ± �� �� �Þ�± �Ú �����¦¢ �± �« �Ú� � � �³Õì�� �§ �¤ �  �Þ��
¦¢ �ñ �«���ê �Ú �§���©â� �³ ��â� �¦¢ �ê �§ �ã ���³ ���¬¢ �¥ �  �§â� ��Þ�¦¢ �� �¤Õç ���³ ���± �à �ª �§â� �«¢� �° �± �Þ�¦ ��¢ �³Õ± �§ �Ú �§

Õ©Õ¯ �± �ç��� �¥ �¢� �¥���¦Õ¢�� �±ÕÞ���£ �Ú� � �¢�© �ì �§�±Õ��¥ �¥Õß��±Õ��¢�© �ì �§� �£ �Ú� �  ����� �¥ �¢� �¥��¢ ��� �§â�¦Õ¢�±¢ �� �« �§â��
� �¥ �¢� �¥� ¨¢ ��â�¦Õ¢� ¨¢ �Þ� ¥¢ �à �� �§â� �¦ �² ��Õ§ �Ú�³Õ� �� �̄ �� �¦�å �° ��� ¢ � � ¥ ��� ��§ �¢� �¢ �§ �ñ�¦ �¥Õ« �¥� â©¢� �¥ �«� �£Õ¥

� �«������ �ñÑ� �£â± �Þ¦ �² ����¦¢ �� �± �«��¢ �± �« �é ����End of first bracha 
 

�ñ ��� ��Ò� �£ �é �«�¥ �� �± �Ú �¢�³¢ �Þ�¦ �¥Õ«�³ �� ��Ñ��³Õ �̄ �§â�� �±Õñ���ñ ��� �é �¥�â©� �³Õ��¦¢ �¡ �ì �Ú �§â�¦¢ �î � ���¨ �ç�¥ �«
¦ �² ���°�¥ ��â©¢� �� â©� �� �¤ �Ú �Þ�£¢� �î �  �Þ� � ¢� �Û �©� â©� �§â° ��â� ��¦ �¥Õ« �¥� �£¢� �³Õ �̄ �§ ��â� �£� �³ �±Õ³� ¢ �± �� �� �Þ�   �§ �Û �© ��
� �«����â©¢� �§�¢� �£ �±� �� ���â©¢��å � �¦ ���¢ �ç��� �¥ �¢� �¥���¦ �§Õ¢���ß ���©�¦ �� ��â��¦¢ �§ �¥Õ« �¥�âê� �é �§�±¢ �ª �ñ�¥Ñ� �£ �³ �� ��Ñ ����

�� �ñÑ� �£â± �Þ¦ �² ����Õ�¥ �� �± �Û �¢�Õé �«�� ����End of second bracha� 
� 

�±§����¢ ¢�¨ �§ ���©� �£ �¥� �§�¥ ���� 
« �§ �Ú�¥ �� �± �Û �¢����¦ �² �����°�¥ ��â©¢��¦ �² ���� �  ����� 

� �«���¦ �¥Õ« �¥�Õ³â¤ �¥ �§��Õ� �ç�¦ �Ú� �£â± �Þ� 
 

�³ ��� �ñ �� ��Ò ��¦ �² ���� �°�¥ ���£¢� �¥ �¤ �Þ��£ �� �� �¥� �� ��£ �Ú ��©� ¥ �¤ ��â��£� ���� �§� ¥ �¤ ��â�� �� �è� �� ���¦¢ �± �� �à ��� â¢ �� ����
± �Ú ���¦Õå ��� �£ �â �̄ �§�¢ �¤�©Ò����¥ �«��£� �� �� �¥�����£¢��© �� �¥�¦ �ñ �©�ê �Ú ����¦ �Þ� �ñ �± �Þ �� �����£� �³¢ �� �Þ� �£ �ñ �� �Ú �Þ����£ �ñ �¤ �¥ ��â
�£ �±� �à ��� ��£ �Þ �¤ �Ú ��â� ��£� �§â° ��â� �³Õ� �¥�¦ �ñ �± �Ú �°â�� ��£� ���¢�¥ �«� �¨¢ �Þ�³� �¡�¡ �¥� â¢ �� ����£¢��©¢ �«� �� �¦ �ñ �� �³ �¤â���

�£¢� �± �« �Ú ��â� �£� �³¢ �Þ�³Õ��� �§�¥ �«� 
 

¢ �³Õ �̄ �§�¥ ���â« �§ �Ú �ñ� �«� �§ �Ú�¦ �����¢ �� ����± �Ú �����â �̄ �§�¢ �¤�©Ò���¦Õå ���¦�¤ �³ �������³ ���� �� ��Ñ �¥¦ �² �� ��
�¥ ���°Õ� �� �« �¥â�¦�¤¢��¥ �¤ �Þ��¥��¦ �¤ �Ú � �©�¥ �¤ ��â�¦�¤ �� ����± �¡ �§�¢ �ñ �³�© ���Õñ �« �Þ�¦�¤ �̄ �±Ñ����ÚÕ° �¥ �§â���±Õ¢��

�£� �± �� �̄ �¢ ��� �£ �Ú�±¢ �³ ��� �£��© �� ��� �ñ � �ªÒ ��� �¢ �ñ �³�© ���� �Û� �«� ���£� �ñ �§ �� �� �¥� �£ �� �Û �Þ� �� ��ñ �«� �� �Û ��� �ñ �¥ �¤Ò ��� ��â± �§ �Ü ��
¦�¤ �� �� �¥�� �ñ � �¢�¨ �ì�¦�¤ �¥��¦ �ñ �� �� �«���¦ �ñ �± �ª ���¦¢ ���¥ �����¦ �� �¥�¦ �³¢ �� �  �ñ �Ú �� ���¦¢ �± �  ������� �± �  ����¬Ñ��

¦ �² ��¦�¤ �Þ�� �± �̄ �« ���± �¡ �§���¢ �� �¢���¥ ���¦ �¢� �§ �Ü ���³ ����� �á �¥â� �¢�³ ���¨ �ñ �³���¥�� �§ �� �� �� ��� �¦ �ñ �� �� �������
� ���ä ���® �± �Ò ���¥ �« �§�� �± �� �§�± �Ú �������¦ �² ���³�©�¦ �¤ �¥�¨��¦ �ñ �§ �Û ���¢ �± �� �à�³ �����¥ �«���è� ������¦�¤ �� �� �¥��

¦ �¤ �Ú � �©� ¥ �« ��� �¦ �ñ �± �Ú �°â�³Õ� �¥�¦ �³��� ��¦ �¤ ���¢� ¥ �«� �� �¨¢ �Þ�³� �¡Õ¡ �¥� â¢ �� ���¦ �¤¢�©¢ �«� �� �¦ �ñ �� �é �¥ �����
¦ �³���¦ �Þ�± �Þ �� �¥�¦�¤¢�© �Þ�³ �������£� �³¢ �� �Þ� �£ �ñ �� �Ú �Þ��� �£ �ñ �¤ �¥ ��â�£ �±� �à �����£ �Þ �¤ �Ú ��â���£� �§â° ��â��¦ �ñ �� �³ �¤â���

�£¢� �± �« �Ú ��â� �£� �³¢ �Þ�³Õ�â� �§�¥ �«��¨ �«� �§ �¥�âÞ �± �¢���¦�¤¢�© ���¢ �§¢ ���¦ �¤¢ �§ �¢���� �§ �� �� ���¥ �«���« �Þ �Ú �©�± �Ú �������
¦ �² ��¦ �� �¥�³ �³ �¥�¦�¤¢ �³�� �� �¥���¦ �¢� �§ �Ü ���¢ �§¢ �ç�® �± �Ò ���¥ �«��� 

 
�å ��± �§�����¦ �² ���±�§� �è�� �Ú�§�¥ ������± �Þ �à�¢�© �Þ�¥ �����¦ ���¥ ��� �ñ �± �§Ò ���¥ �� �± �Û �¢�����³ �̄ ¢ �̄ �¦ �� �¥�âÛ �« ��

¦ �³�±�� �¥� ¦ ��¢ �� �� ��� ¢ � �© �ç� ¥ �«� �â© �³�© ���³ �¥� �¤ �ñ� ¥¢ �³ �ì� ¬�© �ç ��� ³ �̄ ¢ �̄ � ¥ �«� �� �³ �̄ ¢ �̄ �¥� ¦ �¤ �¥� ��¢ �� ����
¦ �³¢ �� �±â�¦ �ñ �± �¤ ��â� Õ³��� ��³Õ �̄ �§� ¥ �ç� ³ ��� ��� �¦ �² ��� �¦ �³¢ �Û �«���¦ �³��� �� �â±â �³ �³� ��¥ ����¢ �± � Ñ� �

¢ �± � Ñ ��� ¦ �¤ �� �� �¥�¦�¤¢�©¢ �«� �� �¦¢ �©��� ¦ �ñÑ� ± �Ú ���¦ ��¢ �± � Ñ� �� �¦ �³¢ �Û �«��� â± �ç �� �ñ� ¨ �«� �§ �¥��¥ �ç� ³ ��� �
¢ �³Õ �̄ �§� �¦ �¤¢ ���¥� �¥�¦¢ �Ú�� �°�¦ �³¢ �¢ �� ��� �� ¢ �© ��¦ �² ���� �°�¥ ��¦�¤¢�¢ �³�� �̄ Õ��± �Ú ����¦�¤ �³ ��� ���®�±� �� �§� �
¦ �¢� �± �̄ �§���¥� �¥�¦�¤ �¥�³Õ¢ �� �¥�°¦¢��¢ �© �����¦ �² �����°�¥ ��¦�¤¢� 

 
³����¥ �ç���©â§ �����³ �§ ����â©¢� �¥ �«�¦�å �° ������â��¢ �ç¦ �² ���°�¥ ��Õ³ �¥â��¨¢ �� ���â©¢��Õé �«�¥ �� �± �Û �¢�â© � � �© ������

¢ �¤ �¥ �§���å �§�â©� ��Õì ��¦��¦¢ �̄ ¢ �± �« ���¥ �ç�¬ �ç �§�â©� �¥ ��Õß ���â©� �ç �¥ �§��â©¢� �± �í �§�â©� �¥�« �± � �ê ���¥ �� �����¦ �è �Ú �§ �� ��
â©� �Ú ��©�¢ �� �¢���¥ �¤ �¥�¥â§ �ß��± �°� � �¨¢ ���� �«�³Õ¥Õ� ���� �Û�« ����± �ì �ª �§�¨¢ ���� �«�³Õ� �¥ � �© �����â©� �Ú ��©�¦ �Ý ��

¦¢ �å �  �Þ� ��¥�¨ �³�©���¥ ��â©� �¥ �� �±�¡Õé��â©¢� �� �¢Õ��³Õ§ �Þ�¥ �«�â©� �¤¢ �± �� �é ����â©¢� �� �©ÕÛ�¥ �ç�¥ �«�â©��© �± �°�¦�±��å ����
��« �± � �Þ� � �§ �° �©â� ¦¢ �ë �©� â©� �è� � �Û� �« ��� �¦ � � ¢�© �Þ� ³ �§ ��Ñ �Þ�¦¢ �³ �Õ§â� ³Õ³Õ�� ��¥ �ç� Õ³ �± �� �« ��� ��ç �é ��

¦ �¢� �± �̄ �§�¢ �±Õ¤ �Þ���� �̄ Õå��¦ �¥Õ«�³â± �  �¥�¦ �¤Õñ �§�¥ �� �± �Û �¢�Õé �«�³ ����¬âª�¦�¢�¢ �± �� �ß�¨¢ �Þ��¢ �© �Þ�±¢ �� �« �é ����
« �Þ �¡� ³Õ§Õ� �³ �Þ� ¦ ��¢ �� �©ÕÛ� ³ �� ��� ¦ ��¢ � ��Õ±� ³ ��� �Õ³ �±â� �ß� �¢ �© ��� â� �± ��� �Õ§ �Ú �¥� â�Õ� ��� â  �Þ �Ú��

¦ ��¢ �¥ �«�â¥ �Þ �°�¨Õ¯ �± ���Õ³â¤ �¥ �§â��â�� �Ú�§� �Þ �±�� �  �§ �Û �Þ�� �±¢ �Ú�â© �«� �£ �¥�¥ �� �± �Û �¢�¢�© ����¦ �è�¤�â± �§Ò ��� 
� 
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�¦ �¥ �� �Þ�� �¤� �§ �¤�¢ �§¦ �² ����Ú��� �î �Þ�± �à ���©�� �¤� �§ �ç�¢ �§��³�è �� �³�� �±Õ©��� �¥� ��� �Û� �«���£¢��© ���â� �±� �£ �³â¤ �¥ �§��
� �Ú�§�¢�© � �¥�¦�¢� �«� �°ÕÞ��± �§Ò ���â© �«�¢ �¥ ������â� 

¦ �² ��� �«���¦ �¥Õ« �¥� �£�¥ �§ �¢���± �§ ���© ������ �� ��¢ �ç¦ �² ����° �«�¢�³ �����âê� �é �§�°�� � ���å �§�Õ¥Ò ��â���� �ñÑ� �£â± �Þ
¦ �² ����¥ �� �± �Û �¢�¥Ñ�ß� 

End of third bracha 
 

� â©� ��¢ �ç �Ú ��¦ �² ���°�¥ ��¦Õ¥ �Ú �¥� â©¢� �¦¢ �å �  �¥� â©� �ç �¥ �§� â©� ��¢ �§ �« �� ��� ��£� �§Õ¥ �Ú� ³ �ç �ª� â©¢� �¥ �«� ÛÕ± �â��
�£¢��© � �è �§�� ��Õ¡�� �̄ �« �Þ�â©��© �î �³ �����£� �§ �Ú�¨ �«� �§ �¥�â©� �«¢ �ÚÕ� ����â©� �� �« �Þ�¨�� �� ������¢Õ��â©¢� �¥ �« �§�± �ª �� ����± ��� �à��

� �±� �  ��� �� �« �± ��� �¨Õ��¢ ��� �â©¢� �± � Ñ �§â� â©¢��© � �è �§�¨ �¡ �Û�± �ª �� ��� �ââ©� �±¢ �ñ �ª �ñ� �£¢� � �© �ç�¥ �̄ ��� ��â©� �± �§ÕÚ�¥ ��� ¢ �ç
� �ñ �Ò� â©� �¥¢ �í �§â� �� �ñ �Ò� ¦â  �± ��� ¨âê � � �£ �¥� �§� ¥ ��� ¢ �ç� �â©� ��Õ�â� â©� �³� �̄ � ±Õ§ �Úâ� �¦Õ¥ �Ú �¥â� ¦¢ �å �  �¥��

¦ �¥Õ«�� �« ���� �ñ �« �§���� �ñÑ� �£â± �Þ¦ �² �����« �¥�¥ �� �± �Û �¢�Õé �«�± �§ÕÚ�� End of fourth bracha 
 

  

The Gemora Yerushalmi4 states: 

Mishna: In the morning we say two blessings (brochos) beforehand and one blessing 
(bracha) afterwards and in the evening we say two blessings (brochos) beforehand and two 
blessings (brochos) afterwards. 

Gemora: Rebbe Simone in the name of Rebbe Shmuel the son of Nachman says it 
corresponds to the verse (pasuk) Vehagisa bo yomam vo�layla5 (you should contemplate it 
day and night); that your �hegayos�6 should be in them both in the morning and in the 
evening. 

Rebbe Yehoshua the son of Levi says it corresponds to the verse (pasuk) Seven times a day 
I praise you for your righteous judgments (She�va bayome hillalticha al mishpetey 
tzidkecha). 

The Sefer Chareidim explains that the first statement of the Yerushalmi is equating 
the commandment (mitzvah) to recite the evening She�ma to that of the morning, 
saying that they are both equally as important and that they both call for three 
blessings (brochos) a piece. For the purpose of this equation the final bracha of 
Hashkiveinu is not counted because it�s said as a prayer for protection at night and 
particularly for the Shema Reading. 

                                                

4 Berachos 1: 5. Note: See also the Gemora in Berachos 11b and Tosefos 2a d�h Mevoreich. 

5 Yehoshua 1: 8 

6 Expressions 
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The second statement of the Yerushalmi is commenting on the total number of 
blessings for the Shema Readings (Krias She�ma), which is seven7. Our Sages 
specifically composed seven blessings, since Dovid Hamelech (King David) 
praised Hashem seven times a day. 

The Yerushalmi concludes with Rebbe Nachman in the name of Rebbe Manna; whoever 
fulfills �Seven times a day I praise you� (She�vah bayome hillalticha) is considered as if he 
has also fulfilled the command of �you should contemplate it by day and by night� 
(Ve�hogisa bo yomam va�layla). 

What this statement means is that although the importance of the commandment 
(mitzvah) to recite the Shema Readings (Krias She�ma) twice a day is primarily to 
submit oneself to Hashem�s dominion and Torah commands, one is at the same time 
fulfilling the commandment (mitzvah) of learning Torah (Talmud Torah8). The 
purpose of the seven blessings (brochos) is to underscore that Torah study is not an 
intellectual pursuit. By reciting a blessing before its recital we are demonstrating that 
it is a holy and elevated commandment of Hashem, to learn and study it each and 
every day. The Gemora in Nedarim 81a attributes the reason for the destruction 
(Churban) of the Holy Temple (Beis Hamikdash) to the lack of importance given to 
the commandment (mitzvah) of Torah study which was indicated by that generation 
by not reciting the blessings for Torah study9. 

Note: It appears that the Yerushalmi predicates that the seven blessings 
(brochos) are blessings that accompany the Shema Readings Krias She�ma and 
are not independent blessings (brochos) according to the first explanation as 
well as according to the final statement. 

The Elya Rabba in the beginning of Simon 58 cites the Tur that the seven blessings 
(brochos) were instituted for the seven praises that Dovid Hamelech praised Hashem 
daily. He adds that the Levush explains that four of the blessings (brochos) were 
instituted for the evening prayer since at the time when Hashem created the world, 
He created night first and then He created morning, as the verse (pasuk) states in 
Bereishis; Vaye�hee erev vaye�hee boker yom echad (And there was evening and there was 
morning one day). 
                                                

7 This time it does include the brocha Hashkiveinu 

8 See Sha�agas Aryeh Dinei Krias She�ma Simon 1 that explains the mitzvah of She�ma as a mitzvah to learn Torah twice 
a day; once in the morning and again in the evening. 

9 Refer to The Pirchei Shoshanim Shulchan Aruch Project, Orach Chaim Volume 1, Shiur 15. 

The seven brochos are holy 
and elevated words 
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The Rashba10 explains that both the morning and evening arrangements are equal in 
the amount of parts that it contains: 

 The morning consists of six parts; three blessings (brochos) and three 
portions of the Shema Reading (Krias She�ma).  

 The evening also consists of six parts; four brochos and two parts to the 
Shema Readings (Krias She�ma) since at night, the Yerushalmi holds that 
the section (parsha) of Tzitzis is omitted. According to this interpretation, 
the seven blessings (brochos) correspond to the total amount of blessings 
(brochos) recited in the morning and evening blessings of the Shema 
Reading (Birchos Krias She�ma). The equality of the two arrangements 
explains the statement of Rebbe Simone.  

The Elya Rabba cites a Medrash11 that the verse (pasuk) says Seven times a day I 
praise you (She�va bayome hillalticha) is referring to the seven commandments (mitzvos) 
that are performed each morning and seven each evening.  

They are:  

                                                

10 Responsa Volume 1:51. See also Rashba at the end of the first perek of Berachos, where he ends off saying that 
there is another explanation of the verse She�va bayome etc. from the Medrash Tehilim (Shochar Tov) that there are 
seven mitzvos in the morning arrangement for krias She�ma as well as for the evening krias She�ma. 

11 Shochar Tov simon 6 

Morning 

1. Yotzeir Ohr - Who Forms the Light 

2. Ahavah Rabba - With Abundant Love 

3. She�ma -The reading of She�ma Yisrael with Ve�ahavtah 

4. Vehayah im Sho�mo�ah - If you listen well � 2nd Section of She�ma 

5. Parshas Tzitzis -The paragraph of Tzitzis � 3rd section of She�ma  

6. Emmes ve�yatziv � It is True and it is Firm � End of the Shema Reading 
and the beginning of the last blessing Go�al Yisrael - Who Redeems Yisrael 
� the third and final blessing. 

7. Go�al Yisrael - The Redeemer of Israel 
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Evening 

1. Ma�ariv Aravim - Who brings on the Evening  

2. Ahavas Olam � With an everlasting love  

3. She�ma � The reading of She�ma Yisrael with ve�ahavtah 

4. Vehayah im sho�mo�ah � If you Listen well 

5. Parshas Tzitzis -The paragraph of Tzitzis � 3rd section of Shema  

6. Emmes ve�yatziv � It is True and it is Firm � End of the 
Shema Reading and the beginning of the last blessing Go�al 
Yisrael - Who Redeems Yisrael � the third and final blessing. 

7. Hashkiveinu � Lay us down to sleep 

At night, since we do not recite the section (parsha) of Tzitzis12, the extra blessing 
(bracha) of Hashkiveinu was added, bringing the total to seven as well. 

The Elya Rabba questions why the Rishonim avoid explaining that the verse Seven 
times I bless you (She�va bayome hillalticha) corresponds to the seven commandments 
(mitzvos) of each morning and of each evening as cited in the Medrash. He suggests 
that it is because the Talmud Bavli says to recite the section (parsha) of Tzitzis in the 
evening as well, thus negating the explanation of the Medrash. That is why the 
Levush finds another reason that at night there are four blessings (brochos) while in 
the day there are three, bringing the total to seven. 

Until what time in the day may you read the Shema � (Zeman Krias 
She�ma and Zeman Tefilla) 

The official time for reciting the She�ma Yisrael (Krias She�ma) in the morning is up 
until the end of the third hour of the day which is a quarter of the day. 

The official time for Prayer ends at a third of the day which is at the end of the 
fourth hour of the day. 

                                                

12 As was the custom of the Bnei Ma�arova (the people who lived in Eretz Yisroel) like it�s mentioned in the Gemora 
Berachos 14b 
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Sha'os Zemaniyos � Determining the actual length of a daylight Hour 

How do we calculate the hours of a day? 

Each day is divided into twelve equal parts; each part constitutes an �Adjusted 
Halachic (legal) hour�. 

There are two ways to calculate this. 

The opinion of the Magen Avraham is to calculate the amount of time from Alos 
Hashachar13 (dawn) until Tzeis Hakochavim14 (Lit. when the stars first come out). That 
amount of time is divided by 12 which gives us 1 hour SZ (Sha�os Zemaniyos). 

E.g. If Alos Hashachar (dawn) is at 5:00 A.M. and Tzeis Hakochavim is at 8:00 P.M. then 
the day is 15 hours long. This gives us 1:15 (1 hours: and 15 minutes) as a Sha�ah 
Zemanis (Adjusted Halachic hour). The end of the third hour15 would be at 8:4516 A.M. 
and the end of the fourth hour17 would be at 10:0018 A.M.  

The Concentration (Kavanah) Necessary for 
reciting Shema 
It is necessary to concentrate on two things when reciting the first verse of the 
reciting of the Shema (Krias She�ma):  

 Before reciting the Shema (Krias She�ma) one must recognize that he is about to 
fulfill the mitzvah commanded by the Torah. It is always necessary before 
performing a Torah based commandment (mitzvah de�oraissa) that one should 
have explicit intent (Kavanah) to fulfill one�s Torah obligation with this action. 

                                                

13 The rise of the �morningstar� 

14 When 3 medium-sized stars are visible 

15 Sof zeman Krias She�ma (ending time for reciting the She�ma) 

16 3 x 1:15 = 3:45 added to 5:00 A.M. = 8:45 A.M. 

17 Sof zeman tefila (ending time for Prayer) 

18 4 x 1:15 = 5 hours added to 5:00 A.M. = 10:00 A.M. 
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One cannot assume by Ma�ariv that it is self evident that one is reciting Krias She�ma 
for the sake of the mitzvah, since we daven (pray) Ma�ariv many times before the 
proper time for reciting Shema. Thus, even when reciting Krias She�ma, it is possible 
that one recites it the without intent to fulfill the obligation of reciting the Shema 
(Krias She�ma). 

 Secondly, since the main point of reciting Shema (Krias She�ma) is for the express 
purpose of kabbalas ole malchus shamayim (accepting Hashem�s sovereign dominion 
over all matters), one must at least understand the first verse of She�ma Yisrael 
Hashem Elokeinu Hashem Echad, which declares this principle . 

 If one failed to have these two intentions19 (kavanos), one should repeat the 
Shema Reading (Krias She�ma) again with Kavanah. 

 If one needs to repeat the verse She�ma Yisrael in shul, one should do so quietly so 
that no one interprets his repetition as a sign that he�s a heretic and is practicing 
multideism as if to say there is more than one Power that governs the world.  

 In private, one may repeat the verse even out loud. 

Additional Laws ³�¤¥�  are: 

 When reciting the verse She�ma Yisrael and the verse of Baruch Sheim Kevode 
Malchusso until the end of the verse, one may not interrupt them for any prayer 
or Amen. 

 Likewise, one may not interrupt when one is in the middle of the closing of a 
blessing. For example, when one is saying Baruch atta Hashem, Yotzeir hame�oros, 
(Blessed are you G-d, the creator of the Light). 

 During the other verses of the Shema Readings (Krias She�ma) one may interrupt 
for: 

 Amen of Hakeil Hakadosh (G-d the Holy One) and Shome�ah Tefilla 
(Who hears/listens Prayer) (the end of the middle section of She�moneh 
Esrei). 

 Borchu of the Chazzan (Before the blessings and the Shema Readings) or 
someone receiving an Aliyah to the Torah 

                                                

19 Where applicable; both kavanos by Ma�ariv and the latter by Shacharis 
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 For the two stanzas of Kadosh and Baruch kevode of Kedusha 

 Hinting without verbally speaking is also forbidden. If a child is disturbing one�s 
kavanah during prayer, one is permitted to hint to the child to stop disturbing his 
prayer. 

 One who omits a word from a verse of the Shema Reading (Krias She�ma) must 
return to the beginning of that verse and continue reciting the verses in order 
from that point forward. 

 If an entire verse is omitted from the Shema Readings (Krias She�ma), one must 
return to that point and continue reciting the verses in order from that point 
forward. 

 One who says the words �and you should write them on the doorposts of 
your house and your gates� (Uch�savtam al mezuzos bei'secha u�visharecha) and is 
not sure whether he�s at the end of the first or second paragraph20, if one knows 
he was reciting it at the same pace of the leader of the congregation (shali�ach 
tzibbur), he can assume that if the shali�ach tzibbur is at the end of the second 
paragraph that he is up to there as well. If he can�t time himself this way, then 
one must act strictly, returning to the end of the first paragraph and continuing 
with the second paragraph from the beginning. 

 If one recites the morning Shema Reading (Krias She�ma shel Shacharis) after the 
first quarter but before the end of the first third of the day, one should still recite 
the blessings of the Shema (Birchos Krias She�ma) as well. 

 After the end of the first third of the day, one should still recite the Shema (Krias 
She�ma) but without its blessings (brochos).  

 One, who missed the proper time for reciting the blessings (brochos) not due to 
negligence, should recite the blessings (brochos) up until noon. 

 If when praying (davening) with a minyan one sees that they will miss reciting the 
Shema (Krias She�ma) during the first quarter of the day, one should recite the 
Shema (Krias She�ma) at present without its blessings (brochos); then continue to 
pray (daven) as usual, reciting Krias She�ma with its brochos. In such an event, one 
must be careful about the laws of interruptions during the first Shema Reading 
(Krias She�ma). During the subsequent reading during the Birchas Yotzeir one may 

                                                

20 This is because both the first and second paragraphs contain the very same pasuk 
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interrupt for those things that may interrupt for while between the paragraphs of 
Krias She�ma and even by the verses of She�ma Yisrael and Baruch sheim kevode 
malchusso etc.21 

 Furthermore, if on account of repeating Krias She�ma by the Blessings of Yotzeir 
(Birchas Yotzeir) one will miss reciting She�moneh Esrei (Tefilla) with the 
congregation (tzibbur), he may skip the Shema Reading (Krias She�ma), finish the 
Blessings of the Shema (Birchos Krias She�ma) and then recite She�moneh Esrei. 

 If one started Yotzeir Ohr and realizes that the congregation (tzibbur) will miss the 
time for reading the Shema (Krias She�ma), he may go ahead to recite Krias She�ma 
with its blessings and wait for the congregation (tzibbur) at the beginning of �The 
helper of our Forefathers� (Ezras avoseinu) or �With a New Song� (Shira 
Chadashah) or even after just finishing to Hashem Elokeichem Emmes22.  

 One may interrupt Pesukei De�Zimra in order to recite Krias She�ma in its proper 
time. 

LL aa ww ss   PP ee rr tt aa ii nn ii nn gg   tt oo   WW oo mm ee nn     ¦¢²© �³±�«¦ ¢²© �³±�«   

 Women should preferably not recite the Blessings of the Shema (Birchos Krias 
She�ma) after the fourth hour of the day. 

 Women are exempt from the mitzvah of Krias She�ma, since women are generally 
exempt from positive Torah Commandments (mitzvos assei) that are time-bound. 

 Nevertheless, they should continue their practice of reciting the Shema (Krias 
She�ma) as usual. 

 They are not obligated even by custom (minhag) to be particular to recite the 
Shema (Krias She�ma) during the first quarter of the day. 

 The Blessings of the Shema (Birchos Krias She�ma) are optional for women, and 
they may recite them voluntarily, even for those women from Sephardic descent 
according to some opinions  

                                                

21 Sefer Ishei Yisrael 19:28 

22 See Sefer Ishei Yisrael Perek 18 footnote 43 
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 According to other Sephardic opinions, women who follow the Sephardic 
custom should only recite the blessings by omitting the name of Hashem in 
the opening and closing of the blessings. 

VARIO US  LAWS  ( HALACHO S )  F RO M TH E  
S HULCHA N ARUCH :  O RACH CHAI M S IMO N 61  

Simon 61 Se'if 23 

Mechaber: One needs to be meticulous not to soften the pronunciation of that 
which should be pronounced hard, and not to harden that which should be 
pronounced soft. 13) He shouldn�t pronounce a syllable in a way that is 
stationary and he shouldn�t pronounce that which is stationary in the way of a 
syllable.  

This Law (Halacha) is recorded by the Rambam in Hilchos Krias She�ma 2:9. 

The letters Beis/Veis, Kaf/Chaf, Pey/Phey, Tahf/Sahf (³ñì¤ç�Þ)  are examples of 
soft and hard pronunciations. Also some letters are sometimes dagesh (emphasized) 
to indicate that the letter should have been written and pronounced double such as 
the letter nun of Ve�shinantom which has the first nun with a dagesh and should be 
emphasized when reading it. 
The pronunciation of the vowel she�vah can either be a she�vah n�ach (a �resting� 
she�vah) or it can be a she�vah n�ah (a �moving� she�vah). One should be careful with this 
as well as the Mechaber points out. The way one knows whether it�s a she�vah n�ach 
or a she�vah n�ah is if it comes immediately after the following vowels:  

 Chirik malei (with the letter yud) - ¢Ó 

 Shuruk - â� 

 Tzeireh - �� 

 Cholom - �� 

 Komatz - Ò 
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These vowels are the sounds that are pronounced in the words �Pituchei Chossam� 
(broken down like this Pi - Chirik yud, tu � Shuruk, ch23ey � Tzeireh, Cho � Cholom, 
ssom � Komatz)24.  

Simon 61 se�if 24 

Mechaber: It is necessary to recite Krias She�ma with its trop (tune) as it is read 
from the Sefer Torah.  

Rama: But this is not the custom in these countries. Still, 14) meticulous individuals are stringent 
regarding this. 

The Beis Yosef explains the real reason why the Rabbeinu Yonah says that the 
Shema Readings (Krias She�ma) should be recited with its tune (trop) was in order to 
facilitate the proper reading and pronunciations of Shema. Therefore, if one can read 
the Shema properly without slurring words or vowels, one can read it without the 
trop as well...  

The Pri Chodosh25 concludes that although this is true, it�s still preferable to read it 
with the tune (trop) � ho�il ve�nafik mipumei de�Rabbeinu Yaakov Ba�al Haturim � (since 
the Tur said that this is the way to do it). 

The opinion of the Rama is since we are not accustomed to read it with tune (trop), 
it is better not to do so, since it may interfere with his ability to concentrate properly 
on reading the Shema (She�ma). Still, those who are meticulous in their performance 
of commandments (mitzvos) prefer to recite it with the tune (trop) and are able to 
concentrate like that as well26. 

Simon 61 se�if 25 

Mechaber: When saying U�keshartom le�os al yadecha (you should bind them as a 
sign on your arm) one should touch the Tefillin shel Yad (of the arm) and when 

                                                

23 The ch sound is soft as in the name Chaim 

24 See DIK DUK BOOK end of Lesson 1 page 10 and beginning of Lesson 2. 

25 Din 24 

26 Also see Darchei Moshe  
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he says Ve�hayu le�totafos bein einecha (and they shall be Tefillin between your 
eyes) one should touch the Tefillin on the Head (shel rosh).  

The Mishna Berura points out that the same thing applies to the second paragraph 
(parsha) of She�ma by the verse (pasuk) U�keshartem ossam le�os al yedchem Ve�hayu le�totafos 
bein einechem. (and you should bind them as a sign on your arm and they should be Tefillin between 
your eyes). 

Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach zt�l rules that if, when one was reading the verse 
(pasuk) �and you should bind them (the Tefillin) on your hand�. (U�keshartom le�os 
al yadecha) and he happened to have one�s arms hand close to the Tefillin of the Head 
(shel rosh), one should first touch the Tefillin of the Head (shel rosh), then the Tefillin 
of the arm (shel yad) even though the usual order is as it says in the verse (pasuk); first 
the Tefillin of the Arm (shel yad) and then the Tefillin of the Head (shel rosh). The 
reason to do this is because of a rule of Ein ma�avirin al hamitzvos (one may not pass-
up on a mitzvah). Therefore, since his hand is already near the Tefillin of the Head 
(shel rosh) he should touch that one first. If he is in public and it is possible that others 
will learn from him to touch the Tefillin of the Head (shel rosh) first, he should 
preferably touch the Tefillin of the Head (shel rosh) and then proceed to touch the 
Tefillin of the Arm (shel yad) and the Tefillin of the Head (shel rosh) again in the order 
that everyone does27. 

Se�if 25 continued 

Mechaber: When one says U�re�issem osso (and you should see them) one should 
touch the two Tzitziyos that are in front of him. (See above Simon 24 se�if 5) 

In Simon 24 se�if 4 the Mechaber cites the custom to look at one�s Tzitzis upon 
reaching �and you should see them� (U�re�issem osso) in Krias She�ma, and to place 
them over the eyes. The Mechaber praises this custom (minhag) and that it show our 
love for Mitzvos. The Rama adds that some people have the custom (minhag) of 
kissing the Tzitzis when they look at them. He comments that this is all done to 
show our love for the Mitzvos. 

When one says �and you should see them� (U�re�issem osso) one should touch his 
front two tzitziyos and look at them28. This Law (Halacha) is mentioned in Simon 24 

                                                

27 Ibid. 11 and footnote 17  

28 Shulchan Aruch Harav se�if 24 
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se�if 5, that one should look at the two front tzitziyos which have a total of 10 knots, 
corresponding to the Ten Attributes in the Kabalistic Sefiros. Together with the 16 
strings, it totals 26 which is the Gematria (numerical value) of the Name Hashem; the 
Tetragrammaton (spelled Yud Keyh Vav Keyh). 

The prevalent custom is to kiss all four tzitziyos during the recital of the last 
paragraph of Krias She�ma. 

One should hold all four Tzitziyos in his left Hand between the fourth and the last 
finger during the entire reciting of Shema. Upon reaching the final paragraph of 
Shema, one should grasp the ends of the Tzitzis with one�s right hand. Some kiss the 
Tzitzis when reciting the words Tzitzis in Krias She�ma. Others just hold them and 
gaze at them when reciting the words u�re�issem osso. After finishing the third 
paragraph of Shema, one releases the Tzitzis from his left hand and continues to 
hold them by the right hand. They are then released completely by the words 
ne�emanim ve�nechmadim lo�ad, as indicated in the Prayer books (Siddurim). 

SS uu mm mm aa rr yy   ¦�¤¢ª¦�¤¢ª   

 Do not interrupt She�ma Yisrael and the verse of Baruch Sheim Kevode Malchusso.  

 Do not interrupt in the middle of the closing of a blessing. 

 Do not interrupt by hinting during Krias She�ma or She�moneh Esrei. It�s forbidden 
unless necessary for Kavanah/concentration  

 Omitted a single word of Shema - return to the beginning of that verse and 
continue reciting the verses in order 

 Omitted a verse of Shema - return to that point and continue reciting the 
verses in order from that point forward 

 Not sure whether one is at the end of the first or second paragraph29 of 
Shema 
If one is keeping pace with the leader of the congregation; assume being at the 
same place. If not keeping pace; return to the first paragraph.  

 When reciting the Morning Krias She�ma after the first quarter but before 
the end of a third of the day - recite Krias She�ma with the blessings. 

                                                

29 This is because both the first and second paragraphs contain the very same pasuk 
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 When one did not recite it by first third of the day - recite the Shema 
without the blessings (brochos).  

 When it was not recited by first third of the day; When not out of 
negligence - recite it with the blessings (brochos) up until noon. 

 One may interrupt Pesukei De�Zimra in order to recite Krias She�ma in 
its proper time. It is then recited again later with its blessings. 

 Laws of interrupting Krias She�ma apply only to Shema Readings that are 
recited for the mitzvah obligation. 

 During the Blessings of the Shema Readings - one should skip a non-
obligatory Shema reading, reciting just the Blessings, to recite She�moneh Esrei 
with a minyan or on time. 
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Questions: 
1. What two daily customs are based on the verse She�va bayome hillalticha 

(Seven times a day I praise you)? 

2. How many times a day and when are we obligated to recite Krias She�ma?  

3. According to the Yerushalmi as explained by the Sefer Chareidim, what two 
points is the Yerushalmi making regarding the brochos associated with Krias 
She�ma? 

4. How does the Rashba explain the Yerushalmi? 

5. What is the latest time for Krias She�ma in the morning? 

6. What is the latest time for the Morning Prayer (Shacharis) in the 
morning? 

7. How is a Halachic hour (Sha�a zemani) determined (the general concept)?  

8. What two intents (kavanos) are necessary when reciting the first verse of 
Krias She�ma? 

9. Explain why women are essentially exempted from the Mitzvos of Krias 
She�ma? 

10. What is the custom amongst women with regard to Krias She�ma in the 
morning? 

11. How does the Beis Yosef explain (in the name of Rabbeinu Yonah) the 
reason it is preferred to recite Krias She�ma with its tune trop? 

12. What is the Rama�s comment on the above-mentioned custom? 
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Answers: 
1. The custom of reciting seven blessings for the daily Shema Readings (this varies 

according to the opinions mentioned in this lesson) and the seven times we 
recite Kaddish during prayer at the synagogue (shul). 

2. We are required to recite Krias She�ma once in the morning and once in the 
evening. 

3. The Sefer Chareidim states that on the one hand the Yerushalmi equates the 
morning Shema reading with the evening Shema reading that they both require 
three blessings (brochos) while including the blessing of Hashkiveinu at the 
evening prayer there are seven corresponding to Dovid Hamelech�s seven daily 
praises. 

4. The Rashba divides both the morning Shema reading as well as the evening 
Shema reading into six parts with their blessings. 

5. Until a quarter of the day, which is at the end of the third hour. 

6. Until a third of the day, which is at the end of the fourth hour. 

7. One divides the length of the daytime hours into twelve equal parts. Each of 
those parts is a Sha�a zemani. 

8. One is, a general intent to fulfill one�s mitzvah obligation. The other intent is to 
concentrate on the meaning of Shema to accept Hashem�s sovereign dominion 
over oneself. 

9. They are exempt in general from time-bound positive commands. 

10. They recite it anyway but it does not have to be recited at any particular time. 
However, in order to recite the Birchos Krias She�ma (the blessings over the 
Shema Readings); it must be recited before the time for prayer (Tefilla) elapses. 

11. He states that it facilitates reading and pronouncing it properly. 

12. The Rama states that our custom is not to read Krias She�ma with its tune trop. 


